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Recipe from Fast, Fresh & Green by Susie Middleton. Copyright 2010. Published by Chronicle 
Books, San Francisco, CA. Reprinted with permission of the publisher. All rights reserved. 
 

New Potato Salad with Fresh Peas, Lime, and Yogurt 
Serves 4 

I first made this salad with potatoes that had literally been pulled from the ground (at Morning 
Glory Farm on Martha’s Vineyard) that morning. I also had some fresh peas, and the two seemed 
made for each other. I made a dressing that’s a riff on one my friend and potato guru Molly 
Stevens makes for a lemony potato salad. She lightens her mayonnaise with lightly whipped 
cream; mine has Greek yogurt (and lime zest) instead. 
 
I loved this salad the first time I made it, and I still do. To save time, you can quick-chill the 
potatoes in the fridge for 20 minutes before you mix them with the dressing. If you’re not in a 
rush, you can let them cool gradually at room temperature. Either way, if you get the potatoes 
going first, you can easily make the dressing in the time it takes for the potatoes to cook and cool. 
 
This salad has a really lively flavor (thanks to lots of lime) that would pair well with a grilled, 
butterflied leg of lamb with a spice rub on it. But it’s a perfect potluck dish! 
 
One note: I have found that when doubling the recipe, I need slightly more dressing than a double 
amount, so add an extra tablespoon each of mayo and yogurt. 
 
1 lb./455 g baby Yukon gold potatoes, quartered or cut into sixths for similarly sized pieces 
2-1/2 tsp. kosher salt, and more if needed 
1 lb/455 g fresh peas in a pod, shelled (yielding 1 cup/140 g peas) 
1/3 cup/65 g mayonnaise 
1/4 cup/55 g thick Greek-style yogurt (full fat or 2%) 
1 tsp. loosely packed finely grated lime zest (from about 1 lime) 
1/2 tsp. fresh lime juice 
1/4 cup/20 g sliced scallions (white and light green parts) 
3 Tbsp thinly sliced fresh mint leaves 
Freshly ground black pepper 
 
1. Put the potatoes and 2 tsp of the salt in a large saucepan and cover with plenty of water. Bring 
to a boil, reduce the heat to a simmer, and cook until almost tender, about 10 minutes. Add the 
peas and cook for 2 to 3 minutes more. Drain the potatoes and peas carefully in a colander and 
rinse them gently with cool water for a few minutes. Spread the potatoes and peas out on a small 
rimmed sheet pan and refrigerate for 20 minutes to cool. 
 
2. Meanwhile, whisk the mayonnaise, yogurt, lime zest, and lime juice in a medium mixing bowl. 
Add the cooled potatoes and peas, the scallions, 2 Tbsp of the mint, the remaining 1/2 tsp. salt, 
and several grinds of fresh pepper. Mix gently but thoroughly with a silicone spatula. Taste and 
add a little more salt. If desired. Garnish with the remaining 1 Tbsp of mint. 


